




















Option 9- A combination of methods 
A combination of several options may yield the best results, for example: 

 

• A tethered harvester could cut and process larger merchantable stems into sawlogs and at the same time 

process smaller non-merchantable stems into machine piles along with slash and tops from sawlog 

processing. Material less than 4’ DBH could be cut ahead of time and these small stems could be 

mechanically placed into piles when the forwarder goes through the unit to forward out sawlogs.    

 

• An excaliner could yard an area whole tree and small material could be piled by hand or treated with a 

masticator after yarding. 

 

 

• A tethered harvester could cut and buck up stems into piles and a helicopter could fly out a small 

number of higher value sawlogs that are cut.  

 

These are just examples of the ways that treatment methods could be combined in order to achieve project 

objectives in the most economical manner.  

 

 

Comparison of Options 
 Meets project 

Objectives 

Difficulty of 

Burning Piles 

Potential to 

utilize 

material 

Option 1- Hand pile and burn Only in small 

diameter stands 

Difficult No 

Option 2- Tethered Harvester- 

Forwarder 

Yes No Piles Yes 

Option 3- Tether Feller-

Buncher and Skidder 

Yes Low-

Landings only 

Yes 

Option 4- Tethered Shovel 

Logging 

Yes, with difficulty Low-

Landings only 

Yes 

Option 5- Tethered Harvester 

making piles and burn 

Yes Moderate to 

difficult 

No 

Option 6- Skyline Yard with 

conventional yarder and/or 

Excaliner/Yoader and swing 

skid to landing 

Yes Low-

Landings only 

Yes 

Option 7- Helicopter Yes Low- 

Landings only 

Yes 

Option 8- 

Mastication 

Only in small 

diameter stands 

No piles No 

Option 9- 

Combination of Methods 

Yes Varies Yes 

 

 

 



 

 

Contracting: 

Different mechanical systems (helicopter, skyline, tethered, whole tree and tethered cut to length) may all be 

able to achieve the desired treatment on much of the project area.  It may be beneficial to specify a desired end 

result for the project and allow different contractors to explain how they will achieve that in a request for 

proposal (RFP) process rather than specify a specific logging system for each unit. When taking this type of 

approach, it is important to make sure that all systems will work given the design of the treatment units and that 

contractors understand the limitations they need to operate under such as, where additional roads can and cannot 

be constructed and which roads may be upgraded.  Different logging systems have different design 

requirements. For example: 

• Helicopter will require feasible flight paths and suitable landing areas. 

• Skyline will require adequate road access or ridge top location for off road yarders and subsequent 

ground based swing skidding. Skyline will also be limited by maximum external yarding distances. 

• Tethered operations will need either road access or ridgetop access similar to skyline and will also be 

limited by length of tether line on assisting machines. 

All systems need to be feasible to implement or contractors will be eliminated from the bidding process. This 

may require project planners to design the project for several different systems to ensure that all of them are 

feasible to implement. Given the limited number of contractors capable of this type of work and willingness to 

mobilize long distances, it is prudent to keep the potential contractor pool as large as possible. 

 

If it does not create an unacceptable hazard within a unit, skidding or yarding fuels with low or no value to a 

designated disposal area for burning can reduce cost significantly. On steep ground this would most likely be 

yarding or tether logging to ridgetops for piling. If there is material with commercial value mixed in, this 

material could be skidded to landings for subsequent hauling as a product.   

 

 

Additional source of information on tether logging: 

Compilation by Region 6 of research and educational material on tethered logging on steep slopes  

https://ecoshare.info/projects/central-cascade-adaptive-management-partnership/synthesis-papers-

tools/tethered-logging-bibliography/tethered-logging-literature/ 

 

 




